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This first of its kind text enables today’s students to understand current and future energy challenges, to acquire skills for selecting
and using materials and manufacturing processes in the design of energy systems, and to develop a cross-functional approach to
materials, mechanics, electronics and processes of energy production. While taking economic and regulatory aspects into
account, this textbook provides a comprehensive introduction to the range of materials used for advanced energy systems,
including fossil, nuclear, solar, bio, wind, geothermal, ocean and hydropower, hydrogen, and nuclear, as well as thermal energy
storage and electrochemical storage in fuel cells. A separate chapter is devoted to emerging energy harvesting systems.
Integrated coverage includes the application of scientific and engineering principles to materials that enable different types of
energy systems. Properties, performance, modeling, fabrication, characterization and application of structural, functional and
hybrid materials are described for each energy system. Readers will appreciate the complex relationships among materials
selection, optimizing design, and component operating conditions in each energy system. Research and development trends of
novel emerging materials for future hybrid energy systems are also considered. Each chapter is basically a self-contained unit,
easily enabling instructors to adapt the book for coursework. This textbook is suitable for students in science and engineering who
seek to obtain a comprehensive understanding of different energy processes, and how materials enable energy harvesting,
conversion, and storage. In setting forth the latest advances and new frontiers of research, the text also serves as a
comprehensive reference on energy materials for experienced materials scientists, engineers, and physicists. Includes
pedagogical features such as in-depth side bars, worked-out and end-of- chapter exercises, and many references to further
reading Provides comprehensive coverage of materials-based solutions for major and emerging energy systems Brings together
diverse subject matter by integrating theory with engaging insights
Accompanying DVD-ROM contains the Limited Academic Version of EES (Engineering Equation Solver) software with scripted
solutions to selected text problems.
The rigorous treatment of combustion can be so complex that the kinetic variables, fluid turbulence factors, luminosity, and other
factors cannot be defined well enough to find realistic solutions. Simplifying the processes, The Coen & Hamworthy Combustion
Handbook provides practical guidance to help you make informed choices about fuels, burners, and associated combustion
equipment—and to clearly understand the impacts of the many variables. Editors Stephen B. Londerville and Charles E. Baukal, Jr,
top combustion experts from John Zink Hamworthy Combustion and the Coen Company, supply a thorough, state-of-the-art
overview of boiler burners that covers Coen, Hamworthy, and Todd brand boiler burners. A Refresher in Fundamentals and Stateof-the-Art Solutions for Combustion System Problems Roughly divided into two parts, the book first reviews combustion
engineering fundamentals. It then uses a building-block approach to present specific computations and applications in industrial
and utility combustion systems, including those for Transport and introduction of fuel and air to a system Safe monitoring of the
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combustion system Control of flows and operational parameters Design of a burner/combustion chamber to achieve performance
levels for emissions and heat transfer Avoidance of excessive noise and vibration and the extension of equipment life under
adverse conditions Coverage includes units, fluids, chemistry, and heat transfer, as well as atomization, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD), noise, auxiliary support equipment, and the combustion of gaseous, liquid, and solid fuels. Significant attention is
also given to the formation, reduction, and prediction of emissions from combustion systems. Each chapter builds from the simple
to the more complex and contains a wealth of practical examples and full-color photographs and illustrations. Practical
Computations and Applications for Industrial and Utility Combustion Systems A ready reference and refresher, this unique
handbook is designed for anyone involved in combustion equipment selection, sizing, and emissions control. It will help you make
calculations and decisions on design features, fuel choices, emissions, controls, burner selection, and burner/furnace
combinations with more confidence.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be
prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared
this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 100 questions and answers for job
interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 230 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This
course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for
any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Combustion Engineering, Second Edition maintains the same goal as the original: to present the fundamentals of combustion
science with application to today's energy challenges. Using combustion applications to reinforce the fundamentals of combustion
science, this text provides a uniquely accessible introduction to combustion for undergraduate stud
Thermodynamics is one of the most exciting branches of physical chemistry which has greatly contributed to the modern science.
Being concentrated on a wide range of applications of thermodynamics, this book gathers a series of contributions by the finest
scientists in the world, gathered in an orderly manner. It can be used in post-graduate courses for students and as a reference
book, as it is written in a language pleasing to the reader. It can also serve as a reference material for researchers to whom the
thermodynamics is one of the area of interest.
This book describes fluorocarbons gases’ preparation process, properties, applications and their evolution over time. The impact
of fluorocarbons on the ozone layer and global and the development to mitigate those effects have been specially emphasized.
The first major industrial fluorinated compound was developed in the 1920’s, to replace ammonia and sulfur dioxide refrigerants,
at the General Motors Frigidaire Division by Thomas Midgley, Jr. and Albert Leon Henne. They developed a family of
fluorocarbons trademarked Freon® for auto air conditioning units revolutionizing the auto industry. Other applications were
developed over time including fire extinguishers, propellants, blowing agents, cleaners, anesthesia, artificial blood and others
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impacting every facet of life. In spite of being in broad global use for nearly a century, fluorocarbon gases have gone through great
evolution during the last few decades. In the 1980s it was discovered chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) gases are harmful to the ozone
layer, mainly because of their chlorine content. Chlorine was released in the upper atmosphere when chlorofluorocarbon
molecules were broken down by the high energy cosmic radiation. CFCs were progressively banned following the Montreal
Protocol of 1987. CFCs were replaced by fluorinated gases containing either less chlorine (hydrofluoro-chlorocarbons, or HCFCs),
which are much less damaging (about 90% less) to the ozone layer or with fluorinated gases containing no chlorine, i.e.
hydrofluorocarbons or HFCs. HFC have no impact on the ozone layer but impact global warming detrimentally. HFCs are usable
without need for changes to the existing refrigeration or air conditioning installations. More recently hydrofluoroolefins (HFOs),
which have little or no negative impact on global warming, have been developed to replace or reduce the use of HFCs. HFOs are
used as single compounds or in blends. Research and development continues to develop and replace the HCFCs and HFCs
completely with environmentally friendly products. Concise Handbook of Fluorocarbon Gases presents a reference and text for the
commercial fluorocarbon gases which have great many application in a wide range of industries such as refrigeration and air
conditioning, as well as consumer products.
This proceedings volume presents new methods and applications in applied economic research with an emphasis on advances in
panel data analysis. Featuring papers presented at the 2017 International Conference on Applied Economics (ICOAE) held at
Coventry University, this volume provides current research on econometric panel data methodologies as they are applied in
microeconomics, macroeconomics, financial economics and agricultural economics. International Conference on Applied
Economics (ICOAE) is an annual conference that started in 2008 designed to bring together economists from different fields of
applied economic research in order to share methods and ideas. Applied economics is a rapidly growing field of economics that
combines economic theory with econometrics to analyse economic problems of the real world usually with economic policy
interest. In addition, there is growing interest in the field for panel data estimation methods, tests and techniques. This volume
makes a contribution in the field of applied economic research in this area. Featuring country specific studies, this book will be of
interest to academics, students, researchers, practitioners, and policy makers in applied economics and economic policy.

Focusing on the conversion of biomass into gas or liquid fuels the book covers physical pre-treatment technologies,
thermal, chemical and biochemical conversion technologies • Details the latest biomass characterization techniques •
Explains the biochemical and thermochemical conversion processes • Discusses the development of integrated
biorefineries, which are similar to petroleum refineries in concept, covering such topics as reactor configurations and
downstream processing • Describes how to mitigate the environmental risks when using biomass as fuel • Includes
many problems, small projects, sample calculations and industrial application examples
Despite the length of time it has been around, its importance, and vast amounts of research, combustion is still far from
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being completely understood. Issues regarding the environment, cost, and fuel consumption add further complexity,
particularly in the process and power generation industries. Dedicated to advancing the art and science of industr
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always
important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav
International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so
common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook
contains 273 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 230 video movies for a better
understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and
Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Presenting the basic mechanisms for transfer of heat, this book gives a deeper and more comprehensive view than
existing titles on the subject. Derivation and presentation of analytical and empirical methods are provided for calculation
of heat transfer rates and temperature fields as well as pressure drop. The book covers thermal conduction, forced and
natural laminar and turbulent convective heat transfer, thermal radiation including participating media, condensation,
evaporation and heat exchangers. This book is aimed to be used in both undergraduate and graduate courses in heat
transfer and thermal engineering. It can successfully be used in R & D work and thermal engineering design in industry
and by consultancy firms
This multi-disciplinary book presents the most recent advances in exergy, energy, and environmental issues. Volume 1
focuses on fundamentals in the field and covers current problems, future needs, and prospects in the area of energy and
environment from researchers worldwide. Based on selected lectures from the Seventh International Exergy, Energy and
Environmental Symposium (IEEES7-2015) and complemented by further invited contributions, this comprehensive set of
contributions promote the exchange of new ideas and techniques in energy conversion and conservation in order to
exchange best practices in "energetic efficiency". Included are fundamental and historical coverage of the green
transportation and sustainable mobility sectors, especially regarding the development of sustainable technologies for
thermal comforts and green transportation vehicles. Furthermore, contributions on renewable and sustainable energy
sources, strategies for energy production, and the carbon-free society constitute an important part of this book. Exergy
for Better Environment and Sustainability, Volume 1 will appeal to researchers, students, and professionals within
engineering and the renewable energy fields.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always
important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav
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International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so
common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook
contains 150 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS 230 links to video movies. This course covers
aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any
position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
ICIEMS 2013 is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, academicians as well as industrial professionals from all
over the world to present their research results and development activities in Industrial Engineering and Management
Science. This conference provides opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas and experiences face to face,
to establish business or research relations and to find global partners for future collaboration.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always
important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav
International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so
common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook
contains 273 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS 230 links to video movies. This course covers
aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any
position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Advanced Power Generation Systems examines the full range of advanced multiple output thermodynamic cycles that can enable
more sustainable and efficient power production from traditional methods, as well as driving the significant gains available from
renewable sources. These advanced cycles can harness the by-products of one power generation effort, such as electricity
production, to simultaneously create additional energy outputs, such as heat or refrigeration. Gas turbine-based, and industrial
waste heat recovery-based combined, cogeneration, and trigeneration cycles are considered in depth, along with Syngas
combustion engines, hybrid SOFC/gas turbine engines, and other thermodynamically efficient and environmentally conscious
generation technologies. The uses of solar power, biomass, hydrogen, and fuel cells in advanced power generation are
considered, within both hybrid and dedicated systems. The detailed energy and exergy analysis of each type of system provided
by globally recognized author Dr. Ibrahim Dincer will inform effective and efficient design choices, while emphasizing the pivotal
role of new methodologies and models for performance assessment of existing systems. This unique resource gathers information
from thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and energy system design to provide a single-source guide to solving
practical power engineering problems. The only complete source of info on the whole array of multiple output thermodynamic
cycles, covering all the design options for environmentally-conscious combined production of electric power, heat, and refrigeration
Offers crucial instruction on realizing more efficiency in traditional power generation systems, and on implementing renewable
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technologies, including solar, hydrogen, fuel cells, and biomass Each cycle description clarified through schematic diagrams, and
linked to sustainable development scenarios through detailed energy, exergy, and efficiency analyses Case studies and examples
demonstrate how novel systems and performance assessment methods function in practice
Overview White's Fluid Mechanics offers students a clear and comprehensive presentation of the material that demonstrates the
progression from physical concepts to engineering applications and helps students quickly see the practical importance of fluid
mechanics fundamentals. The wide variety of topics gives instructors many options for their course and is a useful resource to
students long after graduation. The book’s unique problem-solving approach is presented at the start of the book and carefully
integrated in all examples. Students can progress from general ones to those involving design, multiple steps and computer
usage. McGraw-Hill Education's Connect, is also available as an optional, add on item. Connect is the only integrated learning
system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, how they need it,
so that class time is more effective. Connect allows the professor to assign homework, quizzes, and tests easily and automatically
grades and records the scores of the student's work. Problems are randomized to prevent sharing of answers an may also have a
"multi-step solution" which helps move the students' learning along if they experience difficulty. The eighth edition of Fluid
Mechanics offers students a clear and comprehensive presentation of the material that demonstrates the progression from
physical concepts to engineering applications. The book helps students to see the practical importance of fluid mechanics
fundamentals. The wide variety of topics gives instructors many options for their course and is a useful resource to students long
after graduation. The problem-solving approach is presented at the start of the book and carefully integrated in all examples.
Students can progress from general examples to those involving design, multiple steps, and computer usage.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be
prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared
this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 291 questions and answers for job
interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 288 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This
course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for
any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
This book covers the fundamentals of thermodynamics required to understand electrical power generation systems, honing in on
the application of these principles to nuclear reactor power systems. It includes all the necessary information regarding the
fundamental laws to gain a complete understanding and apply them specifically to the challenges of operating nuclear plants.
Beginning with definitions of thermodynamic variables such as temperature, pressure and specific volume, the book then explains
the laws in detail, focusing on pivotal concepts such as enthalpy and entropy, irreversibility, availability, and Maxwell relations.
Specific applications of the fundamentals to Brayton and Rankine cycles for power generation are considered in-depth, in support
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of the book’s core goal- providing an examination of how the thermodynamic principles are applied to the design, operation and
safety analysis of current and projected reactor systems. Detailed appendices cover metric and English system units and
conversions, detailed steam and gas tables, heat transfer properties, and nuclear reactor system descriptions.
A comprehensive and unified introduction to the science of energy sources, uses, and systems for students, scientists, engineers,
and professionals.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be
prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared
this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 281 questions and answers for job
interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 289 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This
course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for
any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always important to be
prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav International has prepared
this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so common, hiring managers will
expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook contains 150 questions and answers for job
interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 230 video movies for a better understanding of the technological process. This
course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for
any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
Thermodynamics Seventh Edition covers the basic principles of thermodynamics while presenting a wealth of real-world
engineering examples so students get a feel for how thermodynamics is applied in engineering practice. This text helps students
develop an intuitive understanding of thermodynamics by emphasizing the physics and physical arguments. Cengel/Boles explore
the various facets of thermodynamics through careful explanations of concepts and its use of numerous practical examples and
figures, having students develop necessary skills to bridge the gap between knowledge and the confidence to properly apply
knowledge. The media package for this text is extensive, giving users a large variety of supplemental resources to choose from. A
Student Resources DVD is packaged with each new copy of the text and contains the popular Engineering Equation Solver (EES)
software. McGraw-Hill's new Connect is available to students and instructors. Connect is a powerful, web-based assignment
management system that makes creating and grading assignments easy for instructors and learning convenient for students. It
saves time and makes learning for students accessible anytime, anywhere. With Connect, instructors can easily manage
assignments, grading, progress, and students receive instant feedback from assignments and practice problems.

This book provides a comprehensive basics-to-advanced course in an aero-thermal science vital to the design of engines
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for either type of craft. The text classifies engines powering aircraft and single/multi-stage rockets, and derives
performance parameters for both from basic aerodynamics and thermodynamics laws. Each type of engine is analyzed
for optimum performance goals, and mission-appropriate engines selection is explained. Fundamentals of Aircraft and
Rocket Propulsion provides information about and analyses of: thermodynamic cycles of shaft engines (piston, turboprop,
turboshaft and propfan); jet engines (pulsejet, pulse detonation engine, ramjet, scramjet, turbojet and turbofan); chemical
and non-chemical rocket engines; conceptual design of modular rocket engines (combustor, nozzle and turbopumps);
and conceptual design of different modules of aero-engines in their design and off-design state. Aimed at graduate and
final-year undergraduate students, this textbook provides a thorough grounding in the history and classification of both
aircraft and rocket engines, important design features of all the engines detailed, and particular consideration of special
aircraft such as unmanned aerial and short/vertical takeoff and landing aircraft. End-of-chapter exercises make this a
valuable student resource, and the provision of a downloadable solutions manual will be of further benefit for course
instructors.
This expansive reference provides readers with the broadest available single-volume coverage of leading-edge advances
in the development and optimization of clean energy technologies. From innovative biofuel feed stocks and processing
techniques, to novel solar materials with record-breaking efficiencies, remote-sensing for offshore wind turbines to
breakthroughs in high performance PEM fuel cell electrode manufacturing, phase change materials in green buildings to
bio sorption of pharmaceutical pollutants, the myriad exciting developments in green technology described in this book
will provide inspiration and information to researchers, engineers and students working in sustainability around the world.
Petrogav International provides courses for participants that intend to work on offshore drilling and production platforms.
Training courses are taught by professionals from the oil and gas industry with current knowledge and years of field
experience. The participants will get all the necessary competencies to work on the offshore drilling platforms and on the
offshore production platforms. It is intended also for non-drilling and non-production personnel who work in drilling,
exploration and production industry. This includes marine and logistics personnel, accounting, administrative and support
staff, environmental professionals, etc. This course provides a non-technical overview of the phases, operations and
terminology used on offshore oil and gas platforms. It is intended also for non-production personnel who work in the
offshore drilling, exploration and production industry. This includes marine and logistics personnel, accounting,
administrative and support staff, environmental professionals, etc. No prior experience or knowledge of drilling operations
is required. This course will provide participants a better understanding of the issues faced in all aspects of production
operations, with a particular focus on the unique aspects of offshore operations.
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This book describes the fundamentals and applications of compact heat exchangers in energy generation. The text
focuses on their efficiency impacts on power systems, particularly emphasizing alternative energy sources such as
Concentrated Solar Power and nuclear plants. The various types of compact heat exchanger surfaces and designs are
given thorough consideration before the author turns his attention to describing how these compact heat exchangers can
be applied to innovative plant designs, and how to conduct operational and safety analyses to optimize thermal
efficiency. The book is written at an undergraduate level, but will be useful to practicing engineers and scientists as well.
Efficiency is one of the most frequently used terms in thermodynamics, and it indicates how well an energy conversion or
process is accomplished. Efficiency is also one of the most frequently misused terms in thermodynamics and is often a
source of misunderstanding. This is because efficiency is often used without being properly defined first. This book
intends to provide a comprehensive evaluation of various efficiencies used for energy transfer and conversion systems
including steady-flow energy devices (turbines, compressors, pumps, nozzles, heat exchangers, etc.), various power
plants, cogeneration plants, and refrigeration systems. The book will cover first-law (energy based) and second-law
(exergy based) efficiencies and provide a comprehensive understanding of their implications. It will help minimize the
widespread misuse of efficiencies among students and researchers in energy field by using an intuitive and unified
approach for defining efficiencies. The book will be particularly useful for a clear understanding of second law (exergy)
efficiencies for various systems. It may serve as a reference book to the researchers in energy field. The definitions and
concepts developed in the book will be explained through illustrative examples.
Thermodynamics, An Engineering Approach, eighth edition, covers the basic principles of thermodynamics while
presenting a wealth of real-world engineering examples so students get a feel for how thermodynamics is applied in
engineering practice. This text helps students develop an intuitive understanding by emphasizing the physics and
physical arguments. Cengel and Boles explore the various facets of thermodynamics through careful explanations of
concepts and use of numerous practical examples and figures, having students develop necessary skills to bridge the
gap between knowledge and the confidence to properly apply their knowledge. McGraw-Hill is proud to offer Connect
with the eighth edition of Cengel/Boles, Thermodynamics, An Engineering Approach. Connect is the only integrated
learning system that empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it,
how they need it, so that your class time is more engaging and effective. Problems are graded automatically, and the
results are recorded immediately. Track individual student performance - by question, assignment, or in relation to the
class overall with detailed grade reports.
??21??????
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A step-by-step guide to the topic with a mix of theory and practice in the fields of biology, chemistry and physics.
Straightforward and well-structured, the first chapter introduces fundamental aspects of surface treatments, after which
examples from nature are given. Subsequent chapters discuss various methods to surface modification, including
chemical and physical approaches, followed by the characterization of the functionalized surfaces. Applications
discussed include the lotus effect, diffusion barriers, enzyme immobilization and catalysis. Finally, the book concludes
with a look at future technology advances. Throughout the text, tutorials and case studies are used for training purposes
to grant a deeper understanding of the topic, resulting in an essential reference for students as well as for experienced
engineers in R&D.
The job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey. Because it's always
important to be prepared to respond effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview Petrogav
International has prepared this eBooks that will help you to get a job in oil and gas industry. Since these questions are so
common, hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation. This eBook
contains 200 questions and answers for job interview and as a BONUS web addresses to 230 video movies for a better
understanding of the technological process. This course covers aspects like HSE, Process, Mechanical, Electrical and
Instrumentation & Control that will enable you to apply for any position in the Oil and Gas Industry.
????????
This book covers emerging energy storage technologies and material characterization methods along with various
systems and applications in building, power generation systems and thermal management. The authors present options
available for reducing the net energy consumption for heating/cooling, improving the thermal properties of the phase
change materials and optimization methods for heat storage embedded multi-generation systems. An in-depth discussion
on the natural convection-driven phase change is included. The book also discusses main energy storage options for
thermal management practices in photovoltaics and phase change material applications that aim passive thermal control.
This book will appeal to researchers and professionals in the fields of mechanical engineering, chemical engineering,
electrical engineering, renewable energy, and thermodynamics. It can also be used as an ancillary text in upper-level
undergraduate courses and graduate courses in these fields.
Aircraft Propulsion and Gas Turbine Engines, Second Edition builds upon the success of the book’s first edition, with the
addition of three major topic areas: Piston Engines with integrated propeller coverage; Pump Technologies; and Rocket
Propulsion. The rocket propulsion section extends the text’s coverage so that both Aerospace and Aeronautical topics
can be studied and compared. Numerous updates have been made to reflect the latest advances in turbine engines,
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fuels, and combustion. The text is now divided into three parts, the first two devoted to air breathing engines, and the
third covering non-air breathing or rocket engines.
The first book offering a global overview of fundamental microfluidics and the wide range of possible applications, for
example, in chemistry, biology, and biomedical science. As such, it summarizes recent progress in microfluidics,
including its origin and development, the theoretical fundamentals, and fabrication techniques for microfluidic devices.
The book also comprehensively covers the fluid mechanics, physics and chemistry as well as applications in such
different fields as detection and synthesis of inorganic and organic materials. A useful reference for non-specialists and a
basic guideline for research scientists and technicians already active in this field or intending to work in microfluidics.
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